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The Toy Shop 
  

Sara stands in a 

queue with her mom. 

There are many 

people ahead of 

them and they all 

wait for the Grand 

Toy Shop to open. 

Today was the 

opening of this toy 

shop and Sara could 

just not wait to 

enter and buy a 

whole lot of toys for 

herself and for her 

friends. 

“I will buy a talking 

doll for Maryam, a 

flying helicopter for 

Saad, a jigsaw puzzle for Annie and a beads set for myself”, she says as 

she steps into the huge toy shop. She looks here and there, vast shelves 

lined up with the most colorful of toys, the brightest she had ever seen! 

And the shop was decorated beautifully with ribbons and balloons. 

Sara and her mom, with the assistance of a salesgirl, look for the toys and 

find the perfect gifts for her friends. “This will surely make my friends 

happy”, she says to her mom. 
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 The Toy Shop 
 

Tick     the correct answer.  Tick     the correct answer. 
 

1. Who stands in the queue with Sara?    1. queue 

a. Her dad        a. group 

b. Her friend        b. line 

c. Her mom        c. flower 

d. Her cousin        d. crayon 
 

2. Which shop is about to open?    2. ahead of 

a. Grand Car Shop       a. behind 

b. Grand Book Shop       b. before 

c. Grand Toy Shop       c. under 

d. Grand Balloon Shop      d. below 

 

3. What will she buy for Maryam?    3. assistance 

a. A flying helicopter      a. support 

b. A beads set       b. help 

c. A jigsaw puzzle       c. advice 

d. A talking doll       d. refusal 

 

4. To whom will she give the jigsaw puzzle?  4. gifts 

a. Annie         a. presents 

b. Saad         b. trips 

c. Maryam        c. computers 

d. Tina         d. books 

 


